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HF1151A FOWLER BED MANUAL

Standard Features:

› Fowler Bed with mechanically operated back rest and knee rest by super-smooth crank mechanism.

› Size: L 2140mm × W 940mm × H 500mm.

› Two easy lifting guardrails (1 on each side), which are safe and reliable, and can be fixed upward and downward.

› Removable & interchangeable high quality beautiful ABS engineering plastic head panel and foot panel.

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work and 4 section perforated top.

› 125mm dia noiseless castors with Central braking system.

› Provision for I.V. Rod, with basket.

Standard Features:

› Fowler Bed with mechanically operated back rest and knee rest by super-smooth crank mechanism.

› Size: L 2160mm × W 970mm × H 530mm.

› Four easy lifting guardrails (2 on each side), which are safe and reliable, and can be fixed upward and downward.

› Removable & interchangeable high quality beautiful ABS engineering plastic head panel and foot panel. Equipped with roller

Bumper.

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work and 4 section perforated top.

› 125mm dia noiseless castors with Central braking system.

› Provision for I.V. Rod.

HF1153A FOWLER BED MANUAL

.....  MANUAL FOWLER BEDS, 2 FUNCTION

0 to 35°

0 to 70°

Super
Smoth Crank

Beautiful Head &
Foot Panel

Roller
Bumper
Protection
with safety Lock

0 to 35°

0 to 70°

Bumper
Protection

Beautiful ABS
Railing
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Standard Features:

› Fowler Bed with mechanically operated back rest and knee rest by super-smooth crank mechanism.

› Size: L 2140mm × W 940mm × H 500mm.

› Removable & interchangeable high quality beautiful ABS engineering plastic head panel and foot panel.

› Collapsible side railings. (Top bar Aluminium, Vertical bars SS, Bottom pipe epoxy)

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work and 4 section wire mesh platform.

› 125mm dia noiseless castors with central braking.

› Provision for I.V. Rod.

0 to 35°

0 to 70°

HF1166 FOWLER BED, MANUAL, 2 FUNCTION

Standard Features:

› Fowler Bed with mechanically operated back rest and knee rest by super-smooth crank mechanism.

› Size: L 2140 × W 940 × H 500mm.

› Removable & interchangeable high quality beautiful flat tube head panel and foot panel.

› Collapsible side railings. (Top bar Aluminium, Vertical bars SS, Bottom pipe epoxy)

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work and 4 section perforated top.

› 125mm dia noiseless castors with Central braking system.

› Provision for I.V. Rod on both sides of the bed.

Super Smooth
Crank

Noiseless
Castors

Protective
Bumpers

Collapsible side railings

HOSPITAL BEDS .....  MANUAL FOWLER BED, 2 FUNCTION

HF1162 FOWLER BED, MANUAL, 2 FUNCTION

Collapsible side railings

Super Smooth
Crank

Noiseless
Castors

Protective
Bumpers

0 to 35°

0 to 70°
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Food Tray

Noiseless
Castors

Super Smooth
Crank

HF1176 FOWLER BED, MANUAL, TWO FUNCTION (with Food Tray)

Standard Features:

› Fowler Bed with mechanically operated back rest and knee rest by super-smooth crank mechanism.

› Size: L 2190mm × W 980mm × H 500mm.

› Removable & interchangeable high quality beautiful ABS engineering plastic head panel and foot panel.

› Collapsible side railings. (Top bar Aluminium, Vertical bars SS, Bottom pipe epoxy)

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work and 4 section perforated top.

› 125mm dia noiseless castors (all with individual brakes)

› Provision for I.V. Rod on both sides of the bed.

› Freight saving knock-down construction.

HF1171 FOWLER BED, MANUAL, TWO FUNCTION

0 to 35°

0 to 70°

0 to 35°

0 to 70°

Noiseless
Cators

Bumper Protection
with Safety Lock

Individual
Brakes

Collapsible side railings

Standard Features:

› Fowler Bed with mechanically operated back rest and knee rest by super-smooth crank mechanism.

› Size: L 2180mm × W 980mm × H 500mm.

› Removable & interchangeable high quality beautiful ABS engineering plastic head panel and foot panel.

› Collapsible side railings. (Top bar Aluminium, Vertical bars SS, Bottom pipe epoxy)

› Equipped with Food Tray.

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work and 4 section perforated top.

› 125mm dia noiseless castors (all with individual brakes)

› Provision for I.V. Rod on both sides of the bed.

› Freight saving knock-down construction.

.....  MANUAL FOWLER BEDS, 2 FUNCTION
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Standard Features:

› Fowler Bed with mechanically operated back rest and knee rest by super-smooth crank mechanism.

› Size: L 2140mm × W 940mm × H 500mm.

› Removable & interchangeable high quality beautiful ABS engineering plastic head panel and foot panel. D type Design.

› Collapsible side railings. (Top bar Aluminium, Vertical bars SS, Bottom pipe epoxy)

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work and 4 section perforated top.

› Molded bed board with ventilated holes.

› 125mm dia noiseless castors (all with individual brakes)

› Provision for I.V. Rod on both sides of the bed.

› Freight saving knock-down construction.

Same as HF1182, but with type design of head & foot panels.

Same as HF1182, but with N type design of head & foot panels .

HF1186 :

HF1188a :

C

and wire mesh plateform

Collapsible side railings

Noiseless
Castors

Safety Lock
& Roller Bumper

Super Smooth
Crank

HF1182 FOWLER BED, MANUAL, TWO FUNCTION

0 to 35°

0 to 70°

HF1186

C type

HF1188a

N type

HOSPITAL BEDS .....  MANUAL FOWLER BED, 2 FUNCTION
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Standard Features:

› Fowler Bed with mechanically operated back rest and knee rest by super-smooth crank mechanism.

› Size: L 2120mm × W 980mm × H 500mm.

› Removable & interchangeable high quality beautiful ABS engineering plastic head panel and foot panel.

› Collapsible side railings. (Top bar Aluminium, Vertical bars SS, Bottom pipe epoxy)

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work and 4 section top.

› 125mm dia noiseless castors (all with individual brakes)

› Provision for I.V. Rod on both sides of the bed.

› Freight saving knock-down construction.

Standard Features:

› Fowler Bed with mechanically operated back rest and knee rest by super-smooth crank mechanism.

› Size: L 2140mm × W 980mm × H 500mm.

› Removable & interchangeable high quality beautiful ABS engineering plastic head panel and foot panel.

› Collapsible side railings. (Top bar Aluminium, Vertical bars SS, Bottom pipe epoxy)

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work and 4 section perforated top.

› Mounted on protective stumps.

› Provision for I.V. Rod on both sides of the bed.

› Freight saving knock-down construction.

Collapsible Side
Railings

Safety Lock
& Roller Bumper

Super Smooth
Crank

Collapsible Side
Railings

Noiseless
Castors with
Individual Brakes

Super Smooth
Crank

HF1191 FOWLER BED, MANUAL, TWO FUNCTION

HF1196 FOWLER BED, MANUAL, TWO FUNCTION

0 to 35°

0 to 70°

0 to 35°

0 to 70°

.....  MANUAL FOWLER BEDS, 2 FUNCTION
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Standard Features:

› Semi-Fowler Bed with mechanically operated back rest by super-smooth crank mechanism.

› Size: L 2140mm × W 940mm × H 500mm.

› Removable & interchangeable high quality beautiful ABS engineering plastic head panel and foot panel.

› Collapsible side railings. (Top bar Aluminium, Vertical bars SS, Bottom pipe epoxy)

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work and 2 section perforated top.

› 125mm dia noiseless castors (all with individual brakes)

› Provision for I.V. Rod on both sides of the bed.

› Freight saving knock-down construction.

Standard Features:

› Semi-Fowler Bed with mechanically operated back rest by super-smooth crank mechanism.

› Size: L 2120mm × W 940mm × H 500mm.

› Removable & interchangeable high quality beautiful ABS engineering plastic head panel and foot panel.

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work and 2 section wire mesh platform.

› Mounted on protective stumps.

› Provision for I.V. Rod on both sides of the bed.

› Freight saving knock-down construction.

HOSPITAL BEDS .....  SEMI FOWLER BED

Noiseless
Castors with
Individual Brakes

HF1202 SEMI-FOWLER BED, MANUAL

0 to 70° Collapsible Side
Railings

HF1203 SEMI-FOWLER BED, MANUAL

0 to 70°

Protective
Bumpers

Super Smooth
Crank
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Standard Features:

› Fowler Bed with mechanically operated back rest and knee rest by super-smooth crank mechanism.

› Size: L 2120mm × W 940mm × H 500mm.

› Removable & interchangeable high quality beautiful ABS engineering plastic head panel and foot panel.

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work and 4 section perforated top.

› Mounted on protective stumps.

› Provision for I.V. Rod on both sides of the bed.

› Freight saving knock-down construction.

HF1206 FOWLER BED, MANUAL, TWO FUNCTION

0 to 35°

0 to 70°

Protective
Bumpers

Protective
Bumpers

Collapsible side railings

Super Smooth
Crank

Super Smooth
Crank

HF1209 SEMI-FOWLER BED, MANUAL

0 to 70°

Standard Features:

› Semi-Fowler Bed with mechanically operated back rest by super-smooth crank mechanism.

› Size: L 2120mm × W 940mm × H 500mm.

› Removable & interchangeable high quality beautiful ABS engineering plastic head panel and foot panel.

› Collapsible side railings. (Top bar Aluminium, Vertical bars SS, Bottom pipe epoxy)

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work and 2 section perforated top.

› Mounted on protective stumps.

› Provision for I.V. Rod on both sides of the bed.

› Freight saving knock-down construction.

.....  MANUAL FOWLER / SEMI FOWLER BED
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Standard Features:

› Standard fowler bed with mechanically operated back rest and knee rest by crank mechanism.

› Size: 2030 × 900 × 500 mm.

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work and 4 section top.

› Stainless steel head & foot panels.

› Four swivel castor (all with individual brakes).

› Provision for I.V. Rod.

› Freight saving knock-down construction.

Same as HF1709, but without castor.HF1710 :

Standard Features:

› Standard fowler bed with mechanically operated back rest and knee rest by crank mechanism.

› Size: 2030 × 900 × 530 mm.

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work and 4 section top.

› Tubular head & foot bows made of stainless steel.

› Mounted on protective stumps.

› Provision for I.V. Rod.

› Freight saving knock-down construction.

Same as HF1711, but with castor.HF1712 :

Unobtrusive
Crank

Stainless Steel Head
& Foot Panels

HF1709A STANDARD FOWLER BED

HF1711 STANDARD FOWLER BED

HOSPITAL BEDS .....  STANDARD FOWLER BED

Unobtrusive
Crank

Stainless Steel Head
& Foot Panels

Noiseless
Castors
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Standard Features:

› Standard fowler bed with mechanically operated back rest and knee rest by crank mechanism.

› Size: 2030 × 900 × 500 mm.

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work & 4 section top..

› Mounted on protective stumps.

› Provision for I.V. Rod.

› Freight saving knock-down construction.

Same as HF1725, but with castor.HF1726 :

Unobtrusive
Crank

Stainless Steel Head
& Foot Panels

Epoxy Coated
Bed Surface

Unobtrusive
Crank

HF1725 STANDARD FOWLER BED

HF1765 STANDARD SEMI-FOWLER BED

Standard Features:

› Standard semi-fowler bed with mechanically operated back rest by crank mechanism.

› Size: 2030 × 900 × 530 mm.

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work and 2 section top.

› Tubular head & foot bows made of stainless steel.

› Mounted on protective stumps.

› Provision for I.V. Rod.

› Freight saving knock-down construction.

Same as HF1765, but with castor.HF1766 :

..... STANDARD FOWLER / SEMI FOWLER BEDS
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Standard Features:

› Standard semi-fowler bed with mechanically operated back rest by crank mechanism.

› Size: 2030 × 900 × 500 mm.

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work and 2 section top.

› Mounted on protective stumps.

› Provision for I.V. Rod.

› Freight saving knock-down construction.

Same as HF1775, but with castor.HF1776 :

Standard Features:

› Size: 2030 × 900 × 500 mm.

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work.

› Stainless steel head & foot bows.

› Mounted on protective stumps.

› Provision for I.V. Rod.

› Freight saving knock-down construction.

Same as HF1801, but with mesh wire platform.

Same as HF , but with castor.

HF1802 :

HF1803 : 1802

Unobtrusive
Crank

HF1775 STANDARD SEMI FOWLER BED

HF1801 STANDARD PLAIN HOSPITAL BED

Epoxy Coated
Bed Surface

Stainless Steel Head
& Foot Panels

HOSPITAL BEDS ..... STANDARD FOWLER / SEMI FOWLER BEDS
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Standard Features:

› Size: 2030 × 900 × 500 mm.

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work.

› Mounted on protective stumps.

› Provision for I.V. Rod.

› Freight saving knock-down construction.

Same as HF1811, but with castor.HF1812 :

HF1811 STANDARD PLAIN HOSPITAL BED

Standard Features:

› Size: 2030 × 900 × 500 mm.

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work,with mesh wire platform.

› Provision for I.V. Rod.

› Freight saving knock-down construction with castor.

Same as HF1813, but without castor.HF1814 :

HF1813 Standard Plain Hospital Bed

..... STANDARD PLAIN BEDS
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Provision of
Bed Pan

Crank
Operated

Standard Features:

› Fowler Bed with mechanically operated back rest and knee rest by crank mechanism.

› Size: 2000 × 900 × 500 mm.

› Provision for Bed pan.

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work and 4 section top.

› Mounted on protective stumps.

› Provision for I.V. Rod on both sides of the bed.

› Freight saving knock-down construction.

Standard Features:

› Semi-Fowler Bed with mechanically operated back rest by crank mechanism.

› Size: 2000 × 900 × 500 mm.

› Provision for Bed pan.

› Epoxy coated mild steel frame work and 2 section top.

› Mounted on protective stumps.

› Provision for I.V. Rod on both sides of the bed.

› Freight saving knock-down construction.

HF1834 FOWLER BED, MANUAL, TWO FUNCTION (with Provision for Bed Pan)

HF1838 SEMI-FOWLER BED, MANUAL (with Provision for Bed Pan)

Crank
Operated

Provision of
Bed Pan

0° - 75°

0° - 75°

0° - 40°

HOSPITAL BEDS ..... FOWLER BED WITH PROVISION FOR BED PAN
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